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Overview

The SSBP (Standard Series Bypass) is a simple 3PDT bypass board available for the Standard 
Series as well as other upcoming madbeanpeals projects.

Build Notes

If you are using the SSBP with a 1590B or 1590BB enclosure, omit the trimpot and solder a jumper 
wire as shown below. Make R1 the value you want for the bypass LED (4k7, 10k, etc). You can use 
the trimpot for 125B and 125BB builds since they have enough height to clear the bottom lid. For 
125B and 125BB use 1k for R1.

The SSBP grounds the circuit input (SND) on bypass. There is an option to ground the circuit 
output (RTN) on bypass as well. Generally this is not needed, but if you have an effect that has an 
unruly “pop” when switched, try the RTN grounding. To enable this feature, solder a jumper wire 
between the two pads shown below. Otherwise, leave them unconnected.
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Terms of Use: You are free to use purchased SSBP circuit boards for both DIY and small commercial operations. You may not offer SSBP PCBs for 
resale or as part of a “kit” in a commercial fashion. Peer to peer re-sale is fine, though.

Technical assistance for is available via the madbeanpedals forum. Please go there rather than emailing me for personal assistance. This is because (1) I’m not always 
available to respond via email in a timely and continuous manner, and (2) posting technical problems and solutions in the forum creates a record from which other 
members may benefit.

All copyrights and registered trademarks are property of their original owners. Any mention of trademarked or intellectual properties in this documents is purely for 
comparative purposes.

https://www.madbeanpedals.com
http://www.madbeanpedals.com/forum/index.php?board=4.0
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Parts Layout
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Wiring

Unless otherwise noted, all Standard Series projects have the same 
wiring regardless of which 3PDT bypass board is used. A 6-pin, 2” 
ribbon cable is recommended for soldering the connections between 
the two PCBs.
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B.O.M.

Schematic

Resistors
R1 1k

Diodes
LED 5mm

Switches
BYP 3PDT

Trimmers
BRITE 50k

Drill

Actual size. 16mm from 3PDT to LED on center. 
Shown top down (as it appears from the outside of 
the enclosure).
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1590B Drill Template

Hardware

1590B enclosure
16mm pots

Lumberg 1/4” Compact mono jacks
Slim 2.1mm DC jack

Standard 3PDT footswitch
5mm LED

NOTE: Different 1/4” and DC jack styles may require different sized drill holes.

Coordinates are denoted in [(X,Y), drill size] format starting from the center (0,0) location of the enclosure.
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Tayda Drill Template

I’ve set the drill sizes according to the hardware spec’d in this doc (Lumberg jacks, slim 2.1mm DC jack, etc). If you use different parts you’ll need to measure 
them for the correct millimeter drill size. Note that the pots use 7.5mm and switches only require 6.5mm. These drill sizes are slightly oversized from what’s 
required but better to have a little more room than needed. Also, I’ve set the drill size for the 1/4” jacks to fit the annular ring inside the enclosure wall. If you don’t 
want to do that, make #10 and #11 drills 9mm instead (it seems not all the Lumberg jacks have the ring around the jack anyway).

Link to Tayda Standard Series master drill template

https://drill.taydakits.com/box-designs/new?public_key=bDg2bG5taHpkNmkrWlJSSER5WkcrUT09Cg==

